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Dutch summary 

 

Deze masterproef draagt bij aan de academische kennis van bedrijfsmodellering, bedrijfstransformatie 

en de software hiervoor gebruikt. Een toepassing werd gemaakt in het ‘Value Management Platform’ 

(VMP) met als doel deze te evalueren en aanbevelingen te geven. Het VMP is een programma dat 

bedrijfstransformatie tracht te modelleren. Twee onderzoeksvragen werden opgesteld: 

 

1) Kan het Value Management Platform een bedrijfstransformatie-software zijn voor startups? 

 

2) Kan het Value Management Platform de procedure van Durf Ondernemen ondersteunen? 

 

De eerste onderzoeksvraag werd gekozen omwille van het feit dat het VMP nog niet werd toegepast 

op startups. Reden hiervoor is dat het VMP gewoonlijk wordt toegepast op bedrijven die al enkele jaren 

bestaan en een transformatie willen doorvoeren om veranderingen in de omgeving tegemoet te 

komen. De tweede onderzoeksvraag kadert in de startup wereld waaruit de eerste onderzoeksvraag 

voortvloeit. Aangezien het VMP door het modelleren van een transformatie een nieuwe situatie 

creëert, kunnen er mogelijks overeenkomsten zijn met de methode die gebruikt wordt om startups te 

begeleiden, aangezien het daarbij ook over een nieuwe situatie gaat. Beide onderzoeksvragen werden 

beantwoord door eerst een gevalstudie te maken met Studaro. Dit is een rekruteringsstartup die zich 

specifiek focust op het aanwerven en plaatsen van studenten voor een studie-relevante bijbaan. In de 

huidige situatie werken zij volgens een klassieke rekruteringsmethode, in de gemodelleerde 

transformatie gingen zij over naar een data gedreven rekruteringsmethode. Deze case werd succesvol 

geïmplementeerd in het VMP.  

 

Vervolgens werd het VMP zowel in het algemeen als voor de vergelijking met ‘Durf Ondernemen’ 

geëvalueerd. Het antwoord op de eerste onderzoeksvraag was veelal positief aangezien het VMP 

tegemoet kwam aan het merendeel van de parameters waarop het geëvalueerd werd. Dit werd ook 

bevestigd door het afnemen van gestructureerde interviews bij de betrokken partijen.  

 

De vergelijking met ‘Durf Ondernemen’ bracht verscheidene overeenkomsten aan de oppervlakte waar 

het VMP de gehanteerde procedure kan ondersteunen. Het VMP kan echter niet op zichzelf een 

ondersteuning bieden aan de methode, het dient steeds begeleid te worden door coaches.  
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1. Introduction 

 

In an ever changing world it is tremendously important for businesses to adapt. It is expected that 75% 

of enterprises who are dominating the Standard & Poor’s 500 will no longer exist in its current form 

by 2027 (Foster, 2012). In order to cope with these changes and survive, organizations have to adjust 

their business model to the environment. Technological, digital and data innovations are rather 

becoming the standard than the exception in the context of business change. Particularly this last one 

has been omnipresent in the last lustrum. Data-driven organizations, enterprises that make full use of 

their data to support decisions, (Smart Business, 2017) are on average 5% more productive and 6% 

more profitable than their competitors (Harvard Business Review, 2014). 

 

This Master’s Dissertation applies and evaluates a tool for these kinds business change: the Value 

Management Platform. The VMP is a toolkit that can be used to create a management dashboard for 

decision-making regarding business change. The VMP provides the interface for a background: The 

Value Delivery Modeling Language (VDML). VDML is a recent enterprise modelling standard adopted 

by the Object Management Group (OMG, 2015) to model value creation. These aspects will be further 

discussed in the context section.   

 

The actual application is made in collaboration with a start-up: Studaro. The VMP has not yet been 

applied on start-ups, hence the choice for it. Studaro focuses on the niche market of student 

recruitment. Their aim is to connect highly educated students with employers in need of highly skilled, 

but non-expensive work forces. In its present situation, Studaro applies the classic way of recruiting: 

based on the competences of students and the required profiles of employers, matches are formed 

thanks to the ability of their recruiters. Founded on Studaro’s request to cope with recent 

environmental changes, its achievable chance of success and relevance, the path of data-driven 

recruitment as beacon for the business change was taken. In this new business model, recruiters 

collaborate with a recruitment intelligence software. In this way, Studaro will be able to provide 

matches not only based on the ability of their recruiters, but based on data-analytics and insight as 

well. This change has been modelled in the Value Management Platform.  

 

An application with a start-up offers another perspective to this thesis. Studaro was founded with the 

help of the agency ‘Durf Ondernemen’. This organization is the center of excellence for student-

entrepreneurship at Ghent University and supports student start-ups from idea to implementation and 
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even in further phases. In other words, Durf Ondernemen helps start-ups from Ghent University 

students to discover, implement and adopt their respective business model. A congruence with phases 

used by the Value Management Platform can be recognized. By doing so, a comparison can be made 

between both the Durf Ondernemen method and the method wielded by the VMP.  

 

Given these provisions, two questions will be researched: 

 

1) Can the Value Management Platform be a business change tool for start-ups?  

 

2) Can the Value Management Platform support the procedure of Durf Ondernemen?  

 

The first research question will be answered by a single case-study research. After the business change 

case with Studaro, the VMP shall be evaluated to determine whether it is applicable and suitable for 

start-ups. The answer to the second research question will be illustrated by a comparison with the 

method used by Durf Ondernemen. By doing so, it will be evaluated whether the VMP can have a 

supportive or complementary role in the guiding process of start – ups at Ghent University.   

 

A structured method was applied with first a theoretical background in the context and literature 

section after which the research questions are discussed. Thirdly, the used research methodology is 

explained. Next, the data-driven case-study of Studaro with the VMP gets extensively illustrated. 

Subsequently the VMP is subject to an evaluation in in addition with the comparison of Durf 

Ondernemen. Ending with a conclusion and discussion, this Master’s Dissertation contributes to the 

domains of enterprise modelling, value creation and business change and its tools.    
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2. Context  

 

The core of this Master’s Dissertation revolves around the Value Management Platform. The VMP is a 

tool to model business change and is developed by VDMBee. It is based on a modeling language called 

The Value Delivery Modeling Language (VDML) which has been developed by the Object Management 

Group (OMG). Central to VDML is the concept op value. “Value is a measurable factor of benefit 

delivered to a recipient in association with a deliverable” (VDMBee, 2015). Also central to VDML is the 

ability to model collaborative business relationships and role based business networks. Hence, “the 

purpose of VDML is to provide a standard modeling language for analysis and design of the operation 

of an enterprise with particular focus on the creation and exchange of value” (VDMBee, 2015). In other 

words, VDML allows organizations to model, design and analyze their process of value creation. In 

comparison, VDML can provide a framework and generate requirements for the design of business 

processes, but “it provides a more abstract view than BPMN and other process modeling tools by 

focusing on the consumption and production of deliverables and the statistical performance and 

contributions of value by activities including cost, quality and duration” (de Man & Cummins., 2013).  

 

The Value Management Platform provides the interface for VDML. It is developed to give VDML a 

touchable and practical character by incorporating its concepts and make them transparent and 

intuitive for managers.  Using the VMP, business changes can be planned, different phases and 

scenarios can be modelled and the impact of changes on value creation can be estimated. Further, once 

a business change trajectory has started, the platform helps monitoring the changes and keeping the 

company on track.  

 

As mentioned in the introduction, it has become crucial for organizations to adapt to the changing 

environment. This fits within the Continuous Business Model Planning (CBMP) approach. This method 

states that “organizations have to continuously adapt their business model (BM) to the environment 

in order to keep up with the changing environment and survive.” (VDMBee, 2015).  The approach can 

manifest itself by both validating the existing BM or being on the lookout for a new one. VDMBee 

(2015) considers it as being “a continuum, ongoing effort”. In CBMP, the business model is considered 

as the unit of strategic planning (Poels, Roelens, de Man and van Donghe, 2018).  

 

Poels, Roelens, de Man and van Donghe (2018) did extensive research on the topic where the CBMP 

can be of use for the Value Management Platform. The VMP uses the CBMP structure. Hence, the 
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Studaro case-study is structured in the same way. The CBMP process provides a high-level structuring 

in three stages: Discover, Prototype and Adopt. The purpose of the Discover stage is the discovery of 

the AS – IS and TO – BE business models to be further elaborated in the Prototype stage. The discovery 

of business models is done in a collaborative workshop involving the stakeholders in the CBMP 

initiative.  The workshops are organized in 4 sessions. 

 

 

Figure 1: Different workshops in the Discovery Stage 

 

The next step in the process is the Prototype Stage. “The purpose of this stage is to develop a multi – 

perspective business model ecosystem by further elaborating the interrelated business models from 

the Discover stage, for each of the phases and alternatives in the plan” (Poels et al., 2018). VDMBee 

(2015) refers to it as “designing and making the business model(s) explicit”. In this context, making it 

explicit means adding a value to all mapped components in the Discovery stage and let these values 

aggregate with and have an impact on each other inside a Cube (figure 2). “There are six possible 

components: value propositions, customers, partners, activities, competencies and values. These 

components are interrelated with each other and combined into a Business Model Cube.” (Poels et al., 

2018).  

 

 

Figure 2: Example of a Business Model Cube 
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The final stadium is the Adopt stage. “The purpose of this stage is to present the prototyping results to 

strategic decision-makers, allowing them to decide on adoption and initiation of the required changes. 

Value management professionals support the decision-making process by using the built-in 

dashboard, reporting, and what-if scenario analysis techniques of the VMP.” (Poels et al., 2018).  

 

To answer the second research question of this thesis, a closer look has to be taken to the used method 

of Durf Ondernemen in guiding start – ups.  The workflow of Durf Ondernemen (Maarten Van Gorp, 

personal communication, 23th of May 2018) is shown below in figure 3: 

 

 

Figure 3: Abstract view of the Durf Ondernemen method 

 

Most relevant part of the flow for this Master’s Dissertation are the blue coaching circles. The yellow 

circles are considered as less relevant, since these activities are merely in order to discover and get in 

touch with Durf Ondernemen and its method. Out of personal communication (Maarten Van Gorp, 23th 

of May 2018) came a more extensive explanation forward. During the coaching sessions, start – ups 

get extensively supported by experts. The coaching meetings for starters are divided into two parts: 

first there are support sessions to decide which direction the start – up is going to take (in case there 

is doubt). The second part occurs after the start – up has decided its direction and helps with an 

elaboration of this chosen direction. An important tool for this elaboration, is the Business Model 

Canvas from Osterwalder and Pigneur. This helps the start – up with the discovery of “her idea, way of 

operating and purpose” (Business Model Generation, 2010). Another service is the providence of 

public workshops revolving several themes which could be of use when being in the start – up phase 

such as how to draw up a financial plan, set up a marketing campaign, set up partnerships, be in 
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accordance with legal affairs, accounting rules etc. In an even further phase, after implementation, the 

start – up could still be supported in coaching sessions for growth. Themes like ‘how to properly invest’ 

apply to this phase. Summarizing, Durf Ondernemen supports start – ups from discovery to 

implementation and beyond.  

  

3. Research questions  

 

A deeper explanation is given to the research questions in this section. What they imply, why they were 

chosen and how they shall be answered is discussed. 

 

1) Can the Value Management Platform be a business change tool for start-ups? 

 

This research question implies whether the VMP, with its specific purpose of modelling business 

change, can be applicable to start-ups. The VMP is a tool that is genuinely applied to organizations who 

are already in business for a few years. This corresponds with the logical element of not implementing 

change when an organization is just in business and is the reason why the VMP has not been applied 

to start-ups before. This gap led to the choosing of this research question. The application of a start-up 

case, enables the possibility of making an evaluation of the VMP.  

 

2) Can the Value Management Platform support the procedure of ‘Durf Ondernemen’?  

 

The second research question originated by the start-up character of the first research question. 

Students at Ghent University who want to begin a start-up, can count on the services of Durf 

Ondernemen. To manage this, a structured guidance method is wielded. The VMP was developed to 

model a business transformation. This implies a new situation, which is the case when a start-up is 

founded as well, hence the reason for comparison arose. The research question will be answered by 

making an evaluation of the procedure parameters of ‘Durf Ondernemen’ and the capabilities of the 

VMP.  
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4. Research methodology 

 

In order to make a proper evaluation of the Value Management Platform, an application is made. This 

application implies that a qualitative research method is in its place since there is a focus on text, not 

on numbers. Qualitative methods are designed to assist researchers in understanding phenomena in 

context (Recker, 2013). Making an application is in line with this. In addition, “qualitative methods are 

helpful when you want to study a specific phenomenon in depth. They are well suited for explanatory 

research where a phenomenon is not yet fully understood, not yet well researched or still emerging” 

(Recker, 2013). The VMP and applying it on a start – up case, meet two of these three conditions. The 

first one is not yet being well researched since there is no knowledge of the VMP already been applied 

to start – ups. The second one is the ‘still emerging’ character of the VMP (and VDML) since it is a young 

tool, only developed in 2014 (VDMBee) but has the support of the Object Management Group (OMG).  

 

One of the key techniques of qualitative research is observation. “Direct observation involves the 

researcher as a passive bystander whilst participant observation includes the researcher as an active 

participant who is influencing the phenomenon” (Recker, 2013). The use of VMP fits definitely in the 

second one, participant observation. Therefore, observation and more specifically participant 

observation is the data collection technique of this dissertation.  

 

The form of qualitative research used is a case – study method. Main argument here is that “a case – 

study is commonly used to investigate a contemporary phenomenon within its real – life context, 

especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (Recker, 

2013). This corresponds on the one hand with making an application with Studaro and thereby 

investigate in a real-life context and that this specific context (start-up context) on the other hand is 

not (yet) clear since no VMP case has been applied on a start-up in the past.  The main strengths of the 

case – study method is that researchers (Recker, 2013):  

 

“• Can study information systems-related phenomena in their natural setting,  

• Can learn about the state of the art and generate theory from practice,  

• Are enabled to understand the nature and complexity of processes, events, actions and behaviors 

taking place, and  

•Can gain valuable insights into new, emerging topics.” 
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Of course, these strengths should relate to the VMP case – study. First, the case happens in its natural 

setting. It is performed in the field and thereby studying a phenomenon in the context in which it 

occurs. This actually holds for both the making a VMP case in general as for the making of the Studaro 

case itself. Secondly, theory can be generated from practice since the VMP is used entirely by the 

researcher. All different aspects of the VMP are seen, touched and thereby practiced. It links with the 

third strength as well by being able to understand the nature of events taking place. This is crucial 

when using an analytical tool like the VMP. Finally, a new and undiscovered practice of the VMP can 

lead to new insights since there is an emerging character noticeable.  

 

Descending into more detail, the type of case – study design and corresponding unit of analysis has to 

be identified. Robert Yin (2009) illustrates four types in figure 4: 

 

Figure 4: Case-study designs types by Yin (2009) 

 

In this thesis, a single-case design is applied. Reason for it is that “a single case study is preferable when 

the researcher wants to identify new and previously unchallenged phenomena or issues. It is most 

often used to represent a unique or extreme case” (Yin, 2009). This relates with the undiscovered and 

unapplied start – up case. A multiple case-study design should be used “when it is the researcher’s 

intention to build or test a theory”. Since this is not the goal of research, it is another confirmation for 
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the single-case design. By using this design and the concept of analytical generalization, a contribution 

to academic knowledge is made.   

 

It is important to discover the limitations of case – study methods, with the most significant ones 

including problems of controlled deduction, expressed by Recker (2013) as “a lack of adequate 

evidence to support evidences beyond any doubt, problems of replicability due to the highly 

contextualized nature of inquire, and problems of control mechanisms to account for rival 

explanations or potentially confounding actors”. Applying this on the research of this paper, it will be 

possible to make findings plausible but not represent them as hard evidence.  

 

5. Case 

 

The Studaro case is illustrated in this section. First, a background of the start-up and case is given. 

Further, the reporting is done chronologically: first an elaboration of the AS – IS, followed by the TO – 

BE of year 1 and year 2. Each phase is built up in reliance with the Continuous Business Model Planning 

method: first the Discovery Stage and secondly the Prototype Stage. The Adopt stage is the same for all 

phases and is discussed at the very end of this section in order to create a general image and conclusion 

about the output of the case.  

 

5.1. Background 

 

Studaro is a recently founded (2017) student recruitment bureau. Their aim is to form a match 

between highly-educated students and employers in need of this type of work force. For students, this 

offers a study-relevant part-time job to already gain experience and some extra money. For employers, 

there are two advantages. First, they have an already highly-skilled employee for a low amount of 

money. Second, it can help them in their search for young talent. It can be discovered whether there is 

‘a click’ with the student and potentially offer him or her a permanent contract.  

 

Studaro is the intermediate organization between student and employer. Students register themselves 

on the website and employers get contacted by Studaro. Subsequently, the classic way of recruiting is 

applied: based on the competences of students and the required profiles of employers, matches are 

formed thanks to the ability of their recruiters. After the match is formed, the employer pays a 

percentage of the gross salary of the student to Studaro. It is also possible for employers to sign the 
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student permanently on condition that a lead fee is paid to Studaro. This way of operating is illustrated 

in the AS – IS situation.  

 

For the future, Studaro is considering to take the step towards data-driven recruitment. They notice 

serious changes in the environment and want to cope with them. Yet, there is still doubt to implement 

a recruitment intelligence software because of the uncertainty and limited resources of the business. 

A perfect job for the Value Management Platform to help Studaro to reduce this insecurity and take 

away the doubt. Some identifying questions are answered to frame the data-driven innovation project. 

 

HOW?   

 

1)  By purchasing a recruitment intelligence software. It had to be more than just a HR-analytics 

tool, a recruitment functionality was necessary too. Furthermore, the software should cloud 

based and thereby have to ability to pay a monthly license fee. 

2) To cope with an undeniable raise in costs, more students will have to be attracted. Therefore 

Studaro wants to digitalize its marketing campaign. From the present, more classic marketing 

methods (e.g. flyering, face-to-face on events, etc.) will evolve towards a data-driven marketing 

method. Social media will be the medium here.  

 

WHAT? 

 

1) The possibility to analyze own data and gain insights from it. Certain correlations can be 

detected in order to optimize the present work flow. For example: detecting a correlation 

between a particular recruiter and having a long recruitment process.  

2) Adding the opportunity for predictive analysis. Based on historical data, the software can make 

predictions on which type of students are suitable for certain required profiles. Even the 

probability of how suitable a particular candidate is, will be presented. The functionality of text 

mining will be used here too. This supports the recruiters immensely by increasing the speed.   

3) Apart from the recruitment intelligence software, data-driven marketing will be used too. A 

social media marketing partner will provide the marketing channel and within the ads, there 

is the possibility to register immediately.  
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GOALS? 

 

1) Increase efficiency. The analysis of the own corporate and historical data will lead to insights 

and the possibility to recruit in a smarter way. Some examples: discover which type of student 

profiles are most wanted, which types of costs are worthy to spend, what is our most important 

channel to reach students, which recruiter has the highest or lowest productivity, are we 

reaching our goals, etc.?  

2) Growth. More particular, a growth in number of placements and thereby an expansion of the 

market share or the student recruitment market itself. The increase in efficiency makes it 

manageable to process this increase.  

3) Increase of the profit and profit margin. It is important to involve the profit margin too, it is the 

ratio between profit and revenue. In other words, the percentage of revenue that remains from 

profit. It gives a good indication on how the increase in revenue compares itself with the 

increase in costs and therefore it can be an excellent basis to judge whether an investment is 

worth it or not.  

4) An increase in quality and speed of placements. This is a direct result of the predictive analysis 

functionality. By letting the software do a big part of the recruitment, it will increase the speed. 

The quality of a placement (or how good the student performs in line with the expectations 

from the employer) will increase too due to a more thorough research by the software. 

 

The recruitment intelligence software will support the recruiter during the recruitment process. It will 

increase productivity, quality and speed and thereby lead to better results for Studaro. Change will 

mostly be felt within the activities, competences, channels and a few new partners. The segment, its 

customers, and many partners remain the same. This case is worked out within one business model 

since none of the partners will have to make changes to their particular business model.  
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5.2. Case in the Value Management Platform 

 

The case as an application of the VMP will be illustrated in this section. Subdivisions are made in 

correspondence with the phases used in the platform as can be seen in figure 5. The AS – IS situation 

will be explained extensively since it is important to know the basic concepts. In TO BE year 1, some 

changes will be explained as examples of the implemented data-driven innovation. The third phase, 

TO BE year 2, will rather be shortly explained in words since there are no structural changes. All values 

and components of the case can be found in appendix 4 and 5 .   

 

Figure 5 : Different phases of the Studaro plan inside the Value Mangement Platform 

 

5.2.1. AS - IS 

 

5.2.1.1 Discovery Stage 

 

The Discovery Stage is as important in the AS – IS as in the TO – BE situation. A strong knowledge of 

the present is crucial to build a future. The more complete the Discovery Stage is, the faster, easier and 

especially more accurate the Prototype Stage can be developed. The goal here is to identify the 

participants, their roles, how they relate to each other, what value propositions they exchange, what 

capabilities and activities are required, and all other contributing information necessary for the 

Prototype Stage. As mentioned in the context section, this information is acquired by workshops. Four 

elements are discussed in this stage: the Business Model Canvas, the Business Ecosystem Map, the 

Strategy Map and the Value Stream Map.  
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5.2.1.1.1. Business Model Canvas 

 

The Business Model Canvas describes the way an organization creates, delivers and maintains value. 

It summarizes all aspects that influence the creation of that added value in nine building blocks. 

Through this tool, a business model is mapped in a concise and clear way. It is commonly known as 

illustrating the blueprint of an organization (Osterwalder and Pigneur, Business Model Generation, 

2010). In figure 6 the Business Model Canvas of the AS – IS situation of Studaro is presented. Many 

other variants of the Canvas are available in the VMP but the standard one gave the most clear image.  

 

 

Figure 6: The Business Model Canvas of Studaro in the AS – IS situation  

 

The key partners and their role need some further explanation. The marketing partner supports 

Studaro executing their present marketing campaign. This is a non-digital way of marketing, they help 

Studaro with the draw up of advertisements, flyers, decide which events to attend, etc. The web 

extractor provides employer data by extracting this information from their websites. Studaro 

outsources its payroll activities, hence the payroll partner is a crucial partner for creating value. The 

students are considered as a partner because of their necessary interaction with Studaro to meet the 

customers’ (employers) needs. Key activities are both ‘fulfilling a job’ and ‘recruitment’ since Studaro 

forms the intermediate between students and employers. It cannot be seen as one activity because 

fulfillment and recruitment are two different steps. First make a selection with potential students and 
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send these profiles to the employers (recruitment) and secondly, set up and monitor interviews (fulfill 

job). As for the resources, both employers and students are necessary to create a match and recruiters 

are necessary to form a correct one. The marketing channel is essential in creating brand awareness. 

The most important and crucial value proposition, is ‘Job fulfillment’ since this is exchanged between 

Studaro and its customer (see Ecosystem Map) and is the output of value creation. Main channels are 

marketing and the recruiters because through these ways there is interaction with the customer. 

Employers form the customer segment. Students are not seen as customer but as a resource, since only 

employers pay for the services of Studaro. Many of the above discussed aspects contribute to the cost 

structure with the recruitment cost as obviously the biggest one. Revenue comes from two streams: 

the first one is a placement revenue and originates from doing temporary part-time placements 

(actually Studaro’s core purpose) while the second one, permanent placement revenue, arises when 

an employer wants to hire the student permanently (e.g. when graduating).  

 

Although this Canvas delivers a lot of insights, it has a lack of view on the links and relationships 

between its components. This can be solved by mapping the Canvas to the Cube. In the Studaro case 

however, it has been drafted after the Prototyping Stage. By doing so and clicking on the ‘link business 

model’ button, the ability appears to choose components already in the corresponding building block. 

This decreases the chance of mistakes.   

 

5.2.1.1.2. Business Ecosystem Map 

 

The Ecosystem map identifies the way Studaro exchanges value with its partners. This happens 

through value propositions. In this case, only the business model of Studaro gets illustrated since none 

of the partners had to make changes to their particular business model. In other cases it is definitely 

possible doing so or for example to see how the values of partners change when different scenarios 

are illustrated. In figure 7 (on the next page), the Business Ecosystem Map of Studaro in the AS – IS 

situation is shown.  

 

Six different participant networks are shown with each a different color to get a clearer image of the 

business model and easily identify those networks. The most important value proposition is ‘Job 

fulfillment’ between Studaro and the market of employers. To fulfill a vacancy, is the actual core goal 

of Studaro as well as the way it creates revenue. In reverse, the market of employers sends a number 
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of job applications. Studaro subsequently plays intermediate for Students too. Despite they are 

mapped as a market, they are not approached as customers.  

 

Figure 7: The Business Ecosystem Map of Studaro in the AS – IS situation 
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Yet, the market gets influenced by Studaro and its partners, hence the choice for it. The student market 

offers ‘Student labor’, Studaro on their behalf offer ‘Student labor business’ towards them. Business in 

this case is a provided amount of work. The interaction with the payrolling partner and the web 

extractor is similar. In both cases, they create value for Studaro by offering their services while Studaro 

returns business for them. Again, the business represents an amount. The marketing partner provides 

a marketing channel for Studaro and thereby the medium to create brand awareness (2). This will 

subsequently influence the Student-market. A marketing channel business is returned, expressed in 

an amount of advertisements and based on the marketing budget. The educational institutes only 

create value for Studaro, not the other way around. Yet, there is a win-win situation noticeable. 

Faculties provide student data (name, university email address and study trajectory) which Studaro 

can use to contact them. Important to mention is that students may only be approached by this email 

address, not with personal contact because of privacy rules. The institutes on their behalf benefit with 

being able to provide more experienced students to the labor market and thereby build a stronger 

reputation and give an extra service towards the students. In this way, educational institutes influence 

the Student segment with another type of brand awareness (1).  

  

All networks, partners and value propositions were mapped and thereby immediately located in the 

rightful place in the Cube. Values were assigned later, during the Prototype Stage.   

 

5.2.1.1.3. Strategy Map 

 

This map illustrates the strategy the organization wields to create value. It is built up from the bottom 

to top and by showing arrow flows, it is a useful reference when prototyping the impacts of values. The 

map is based on the Strategy Map by Kaplan and Norton (2004) but slightly changed to fit in the 

business change context. Figure 8 illustrates the AS – IS Strategy Map of Studaro. The map will be 

discussed from top to bottom. Studaro aims for a higher profit margin and for an increase in placement 

volume. The profit margin gets influenced by the placement quality (a change here has a positive 

correlation), fulfillment and lead fee (negative correlation), costs (negative correlation) and placement 

volume (positive correlation). This last one depends on the real registrations volume (the actual 

number of students that are registered), real applications volume (the actual number of employers 

that applied) and the placement speed (time to fulfill a job). The more registrations, applications or the 

faster the speed, the higher the placement volume as well as the profit margin. The number of real 
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registrations and applications depend both on the potential of the market (potential applications and 

registrations volume).  

 

Figure 8: The Strategy Map of Studaro in the AS – IS situation 

 

In addition to the market potential, the real applications volume gets influenced by employers’ 

satisfaction, the most important customer value. The employer’s satisfaction itself is built out of three 

components: placement quality, placement speed and the job fulfillment fee. A high quality, fast speed 

and low fee leads to an increase in employer’s satisfaction and consequently real applications volume. 

This is logical, because satisfied employers will come back to ask for more students or tell others. In 

line with the job fulfillment fee, a low lead fee is valued by customers as well and influences the profit 

margin.  

 

Descending in the map, the value streams get illustrated. Registration and application data quality both 

influence placement quality and speed. Those data qualities are both divided into two subdivisions 

(not shown in the Strategy Map here): completeness (how complete a registration or application is 
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filled in) and qualification (for registrations depending on the competences of the students, for 

applications depending on the required profile). The better these qualities are, the better the job can 

be filled in (and hence the higher the placement quality) and the less time is lost (hence faster 

placement speed). The different costs in the stream all influence the total cost. In the Cube, this total 

cost will be aggregated from a direct cost (all costs in the value stream and relating to core activites) 

on the one hand and an indirect cost (overhead value) on the other hand. A final value stream is brand 

awareness. The higher the recognition among students, the more potential registrations (market) will 

be turned into real registrations. Obviously this percentage of brand awareness depends on the type 

of marketing channel (mapped as a resource) or the amount of marketing budget.   

 

Competences at last, can be either actual competences or resources. The marketing channel has  

already been discussed in the previous paragraph. Recruitment ability is the most important 

competence and has an obvious influence on quality (how well a recruiter can choose the correct 

candidate for a job) and speed (how fast he can do it). In the AS – IS situation, this is only expressed by 

the productivity of recruiters (mapped as a resource, not as a competence because the productivity is 

not a part of the Strategy Map). Students are seen as a resource too, as previously mentioned in the 

Ecosystem Map section. They impact the payroll cost, because each extra student having a job lead 

means outsourcing more to the payroll partner. Employer and student data are necessary resources 

as well and both influence their respective value stream.  

 

5.2.1.1.4. Value Stream Map 

 

This visualization takes a closer look to the required value streams with their corresponding activities 

and competences. Only those relevant to put in the Cube were mapped. Two maps are illustrated, only 

the first one (figure 9) will be explained to discover the principle. Student labor business, job 

fulfillment and the revenue stream are mapped, each with its corresponding activities and 

competences. In the first two, many activities can be seen as they aggregate towards one main activity. 

Only the main activity is mapped because it is more clarifying to put all values on one activity. In order 

to execute all activities (oval shape), competences (trapezium shape) are required. Arrows are drawn 

from activities to competency containers to indicate its relating character. Whether value streams and 

activities are in the Value Stream or not, is based on the necessity of its corresponding value in the 

Cube. Those are required when the values on activities have to be aggregated to the according value 

proposition, which is only possible when they are both in the same value stream.  
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Figure 9: The Value Stream Map 1 of Studaro in the AS – IS situation 
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Figure 10: The Value Stream Map 2 of Studaro in the AS – IS situation 

 

5.2.1.2. Prototype Stage 

 

The second stage of the VMP is built out of three parts: planning, designing and measuring value. The 

goals are illustrated in the planning step. In the designing part, a display of the business model and its 

components is given. Finally the values and aggregations are represented in the measuring value 

section.  

 

5.2.1.2.1. Planning 

 

During the AS – IS phase, the predetermined goal is getting a global image of Studaro’s present 

situation. Plan values, as illustrated in table 1, are chosen to represent this and be a measure criteria 

to compare with in following phases. The names of those values remain the same for the whole plan 

(overlap in all three phases) but its values will change in all three phases. In a way, they can be 

considered as success factors for the business. This is an excellent measure for comparison. Although 
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it is represented as one of the plan values for the AS – IS too, one success factor has not been included 

in the AS – IS situation: the payback period for the data-driven investment. This is logical since there 

is no speech of the investment in this phase and thereby has 0.00 as a value.  

 

 

Table 1: The plan values of Studaro in the AS – IS situation 

 

Potential applications and registrations cannot be influenced since this represents the size of the 

market. Profit and its margin however, depend on Studaro’s performance. The rest of the Prototype 

Stage will be illustrated around these two plan values.  

 

5.2.1.2.2. Designing 

 

All components of the Cube are explained in this section and shown in appendix 1. The participant 

networks are corresponding with the different networks in the Ecosystem Map where they are 

indicated with different colors. This is another good indication for the understandability of how 

Studaro operates. The value propositions are a direct product from mapping the Ecosystem Map as 

well. They represent what is exchanged between partners or customers within their networks. The 

content of these value propositions has already been explained in the Ecosystem Map section. The ‘My 

Propositions’ are propositions which are captured by the organization itself. In this case it is a 

representation of all cost and revenue streams. The costs are in line with all its corresponding activities 

or value propositions (e.g. the extraction cost is the product of having to extract employers’ data). In 

the ‘Measuring value’ section, the aggregation of all costs will be further explained.  All different 
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activities are the actions that occur in order to pursue the corresponding value proposition. That is 

why a particular activity will always be in the same value stream as the value proposition it follows. 

Finally, the required competencies to perform these activities are presented as well to make the 

exploration of the case complete.   

 

5.2.1.2.3. Measuring value 

 

All values on value propositions, my propositions and activities are discussed and explained in this 

section. The objective is to get a proper understanding of the AS – IS situation by letting all the building 

blocks fall apart as from the plan values ‘profit’.  

 

Starting from profit, the first logical steps are revenue and cost explanation. Below in figure 11, an 

aggregated view is created within the VMP.  

 

 

Figure 11: Aggregated view of revenue and cost structure 

 

 

This gives a very visual understanding of the structure of revenue and cost. All values of this 

aggregation can be found in appendix 1. Starting in the left top corner, the profit margin is aggregated 
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from profit and revenue since the ratio is (profit/revenue)*100. More important however, is how 

profit itself is structured. It falls apart out of revenue and costs, both ‘My Propositions’. Revenue 

aggregates from placement and permanent placement revenue. The placement revenue is originating 

from the core activity of Studaro: doing temporary placements. Employers however, can hire the 

student permanently too (after he or she graduates) by paying a lead fee to Studaro, hence the 

permanent placement revenue. Both are depending on their respective volume. In the AS – IS situation, 

the placement volume is just manually entered while in the TO – BE phase, placement volume is 

influenced by several values because of the impact recruitment intelligence service. The total cost of 

Studaro is split into a direct and indirect cost. The indirect cost represents 25% of the direct costs, 

hence the arrow heading towards it. The direct cost on her behalf is built up out of five parts, all 

originating from their own aggregators.  

 

The aggregated view of real applications is shown in figure 12 . The applications (the requests coming 

from the employers) depend on the market potential, multiplied with the employers satisfaction. A 

satisfaction conversion rate was necessary to convert the employer satisfaction towards a logical 

impact and is based on an assumption. Otherwise the real applications would amount 62% (percentage 

employer satisfaction) of potential applications, which is unrepresentable.  

 

 

 

Figure 12: Aggregated view of real applications volume 

 

The employer satisfaction is a weighted average of placement speed, job fulfillment fee and placement 

quality. All of them are represented in percentages. This conversion happened for all three by using 

intervals. For example: the placement speed in the AS – IS situation is 27 days, within this amount of 
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days, 60% of employers would be satisfied. Notable in this view is the presence of a ‘reference real 

applications volume’, this is a value which is already in the next TO BE year 1 phase, but is aggregated 

from the previous year within that phase. This value has no meaning in the AS – IS situation.  

The placement quality is built up out of an application and registration data quality and the 

recruitment ability. It is shown if figure 13, this time not with an aggregated view but within the value 

itself to show it another way. It can be seen how it aggregates from and to other values. The satisfaction 

intervals are another example on how it contributes to the employer’s satisfaction (by changing the 

value into an interval). In the TO – BE situation, placement quality will be aggregated from even more 

values because of the recruitment intelligence service, which definitely has an impact on it.  

 

 

   Figure 13: Edited view of placement quality in the AS – IS situation 

 

 

The real registrations volume is built up a bit in the same way but with other aggregating volumes as 

can be seen in figure 14. It is interesting to see how the marketing has an impact on brand awareness. 

Important to mention is that marketing is only applied to one type of brand awareness because the 
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other one is coming from the educational institute, which is doing this completely for free. Depending 

on the marketing fee and the impact (based on an assumption), a brand awareness is created. To 

compare with the TO – BE situation: the marketing fee will remain the same but another marketing 

channel will be used so the corresponding marketing impact will change too and thereby the brand 

awareness as well.  Its impact will have an influence all the way to the real registrations volume.  

 

 

Figure 14: Aggregated view of real registrations volume in the AS – IS situation 

 

The important remaining values to understand the AS – IS will be shortly explained in words. The 

interview set-up fee multiplied by a number of arranged interviews contributes to the fulfillment cost 

(My Proposition). The recruitment operation fee multiplied with the real registrations aggregates to 

the recruitment cost (My Proposition). The recruitment ability is just aggregated from recruitment 

productivity in the AS – IS situation. Yet, this is not redundant since the recruitment ability will be 

influenced by more values in the TO – BE situation.   

By going deeper in the phase, it can be understood how everything is connected. For example: this 

section began with profit, which is aggregated from revenue and cost. Cost is aggregated from direct 

and indirect cost. A part from the direct cost is the recruitment cost, which is then aggregated from the 

real registrations volume, etc. Values that hasn’t been discussed in the AS – IS will be in the TO – BE 

because it is better to explain and frame them within the innovation context.  
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5.2.2. TO BE year 1  

 

In this phase, the data-driven innovation will step forward. Explanations of components will only be 

given if they are new.  

 

5.2.2.1. Discovery Stage  

 

All maps of this stage can be found in appendix 2 . Only the changes will be discussed in this section.  

 

5.2.2.1.1. Business Model Canvas 

 

The BM Canvas for the TO BE can be found in figure 17. Two main differences are noticeable in the 

Canvas: first the adding of a data-driven components and secondly the change of the marketing 

towards the social media marketing. The data-driven component results in the adding of a data-driven 

partner, a recruitment intelligence activity, recruitment intelligence service as a key resource and 

channel and an extra service cost. The change in marketing simply results to a change in name in the 

Canvas and has no further impact here. 

 

5.2.2.1.2. Business Ecosystem Map 

 

The TO – BE Ecosystem Map can be found in figure 18. The same provisions are applicable to the 

Ecosystem Map. The adding of the data-driven network is indicated with the pink arrows. Value 

propositions are exchanged with the data-driven partner which creates value for Studaro by being 

allowed to use their recruitment intelligence service. Studaro on her behalf creates a business for it. 

The marketing partner is here changed by a social media marketing partner. There is a change in 

exchanged value propositions as well: not only a marketing channel is provided, an inscription channel 

is too. Reason for it is the possibility for students to click on the advertisement and immediately 

register themselves with their social media profile data.  
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5.2.2.1.3. Strategy Map 

 

As illustrated in figure 19, two additions and a change are detected here. The ‘recruitment intelligence 

service’ resource and its consequence: a ‘recruitment intelligence service cost’ are added. Very 

important to mention as well is the impact of the recruitment intelligence service to the recruitment 

ability (indicated with an arrow). The intelligence service will have increase the productivity of the 

recruiters. The marketing channel resource changed its name to ‘social media marketing channel’.  

 

5.2.2.1.4. Value Stream Map 

 

The first value stream map of the AS – IS situation remained the same, hence it is not represented. The 

second value stream map however (figure 20), shows the extra value stream of the recruitment 

intelligence service cost proposition. The is required to let the extra added cost from the intelligence 

service aggregate towards its corresponding My Proposition. Values will be put on the ‘apply license’ 

activity.  

 

5.2.2.2. Prototype Stage  

 

New components regarding the TO – BE situation will be explained. In addition, the impact they have 

on values from the AS – IS situation will be discussed briefly. All components can be found in appendix 

3.  

 

5.2.2.2.1. Planning 

 

The goal of Studaro is to increase its profit and profit margin in the TO – BE situation. Hence, the 

planning is done around these plan values, just like in the AS – IS situation. These plan values remain 

the same for the whole case, yet their values change as can be seen in table 2 .  
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Table 2: Plan values of Studaro in TO – BE year 1 

 

Here, the payback period is filled in unlike in the AS – IS situation. The calculations behind it are 

explained in the ‘Measuring value’ section. Potential applications and registrations cannot be 

influenced by Studaro, but a slight increase is noticed because of natural growth (based on an 

assumption). Profit and profit margin has been growing compared to the AS – IS situation which will 

also be explained in the ‘Measuring value’ section.  

 

5.2.2.2.2. Designing 

 

All components can be found in appendix 3. All values of the components will be discussed in the 

measuring value section. An extra participant network can be detected: the ‘Data driven network’ 

which has already been discussed in the Ecosystem Map section. A new network also means new value 

propositions: the recruitment intelligence service and its business. Using an intelligence service means 

an extra cost as well, which can be detected as ‘Recruitment intelligence service cost proposition’ in 

the My Propositions tab. Two new activities can be noticed too: ‘apply license’ (pursuing both the 

recruitment intelligence service proposition and its cost proposition) and ‘financial management’ 

(pursuing the same ones). Applying the license basically means using the license in Studaro’s 

recruitment process. The ‘financial management’ activity is necessary for two reasons: on the one hand 

to calculate the depreciation of the license, on the other hand to calculate the payback period of the 

license (both explained in the next section). Finally, an extra resource is added, the recruitment 

intelligence service which can be seen in form of a license. 
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5.2.2.2.3. Measuring value 

 

Differences and impacts due to the implemented recruitment intelligence service will be illustrated in 

this section. All corresponding values can be found in the appendices, this section is rather to explain 

the concept. Figure 15 will be used as guidance through the clarification. The impact of the recruitment 

intelligence service is expressed as an ‘effectiveness’ (blue dot in figure 15), the value of the 

effectiveness (5% in TO – BE year 1) was based on a whitepaper for recruitment analytics (HRLinkIT, 

2017). Only the ‘reference recruitment intelligence service effectiveness’ will not be discussed, since it 

is rather an aggregation to the TO – BE year 2. Starting in the right down corner, the effectiveness has 

an impact on the interview set-up fee because it will allow the recruiter to better match and monitor 

the interviews between student and employer. Where the recruitment ability was rather built out of 

the recruitment productivity in the AS – IS, it gets influenced now by the effectiveness as well by rather 

adding the percentage to it (not multiplying) because both are expressed in the same way. Important 

to mention is that this indicates how the effectiveness has an impact on both roles of the recruiter 

(recruit and fulfill job). The placement quality benefits as well, because it gets influenced by both the 

effectiveness and the recruitment ability (will be explained later). The effectiveness delta finally, is the 

conversion value to impact the recruitment cost, since this will lower too because of an increase in 

efficiency.  

 

 

Figure 15: Aggregated view of recruitment intelligence service effectiveness impacts  
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As an example, it will be illustrated how the effectiveness impacts the placement speed and thereby 

many other aspects of the case as can be seen in figure 16. The placement speed in TO BE year 1 (blue 

dot) starts with being influenced by the value below, the reference placement speed (which is the 

placement speed of the AS – IS). It then gets influenced by four other values. Two of them, are an effect 

of the intelligence service: the recruitment intelligence service day impact and the recruitment ability 

impact. Both are already expressed in days due to a conversion rate which was applied on the 

effectiveness rate. Otherwise it would not be possible to change the effectiveness into an impact in 

days. The application and registration data quality definitely has an impact on the speed too (as 

explained in the AS – IS) but is not influenced by the intelligence service. It is just added as a request 

of Studaro, to see what impact a change in data quality would have on the speed. Since it is not a part 

of this intelligence case, both impacts are 0 and not of use. Going further, the placement speed 

aggregates to its delta, which is calculate by subtracting it from its reference. This delta gets converted 

by a multiplicator in order to have an impact on the placement volume. This is intuitive because the 

faster the speed of the placements, the more can be handled. Placement volume will then have an 

impact on revenue which will have an impact on profit (not illustrated). This specific explanation tries 

to set an example on how this phase is built. The same reasoning is used for many other values but will 

not be explained into detail.  

 

 

Figure 16: Aggregated view of placement speed in TO – BE year 1 
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A summary of the rest of the data-driven innovation case is given which should make the case clear in 

combination with the appendices and the vpk-file.  

 

Unlike in the AS – IS situation, the placement volume gets now influenced by increases of other values. 

The placement speed was already mentioned, but also the change in real registrations and applications 

(because of the effectiveness) will have an impact. Further, the same principle of the illustrated 

example of the placement speed is applicable: starting with a reference (placement volume of AS – IS), 

additions to the volume are made because all impacting values are converted to placements. The 

increase of real applications is an indirect consequence of the innovation. As explained in the AS – IS 

section, it is influenced by multiplying the potential of the market with the employers’ satisfaction and 

it is this last one which gets influenced because it is built out of the satisfaction of placement speed, 

quality (which are both directly impacted by the effectiveness) and the job fulfillment fee (which 

remains the same over the years). The real registrations volume increased because of a change in 

marketing channel. The social media marketing channel leads to a higher brand awareness (because it 

has a higher marketing impact) which is multiplied by the potential of the market (and a conversion 

rate).   

 

The effectiveness leads not only to an increase in revenue, but also to an increase in costs. Yet, this last 

increase is not linear with the first one because of an increase in efficiency. All values can be seen in 

the appendix 3. The effectiveness has a direct impact on the recruitment operation fee, which will lead 

on the one hand to a decrease of the recruitment cost, but on the other hand to an increase as well 

because the real registrations volume increased too (and it is expressed by multiplying both). The 

same goes for the fulfillment cost, which is expressed by the interview set-up fee (decreasing) and the 

amount of arranged interviews. The cost of using the intelligence license was added as well and 

consists out of two parts: an implementation cost (which is depreciated over 5 years) and a yearly 

license fee (based on the amount of users and used time in a year).  

 

The payback period for the license has been calculated as well. Values can be found on the ‘Financial 

management’ activity. In each year, not only the implementation cost has to be paid back, but the 

license fee has to be subtracted from the increase in revenue as well to give a representative image. 

 

Impacts on profit will be discussed in the Adopt Stage.  
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5.2.3. TO BE year 2 

 

In the next phase, the Discovery Stage is entirely the same as in the previous one and hence will not be 

discussed. In year 2 nothing structural has been changed, only a difference in effectiveness was 

implemented which went from 5 to 8% because recruiters will now be more experienced in using the 

recruitment intelligence service (based on an assumption). This definitely has an impact on many 

components, as illustrated in the previous phase and has consequences for the profit and its margin as 

can be seen in appendix 4. All other aspects and values can be found in appendix 5.  

 

5.2.4. Adopt Stage 

 

All presentations can be found in appendix 6. As can be deducted from them, an increase in profit, 

profit margin, revenue, placement volume, real registrations and applications volume, employer’s 

satisfaction, placement quality can be detected. Costs increase too but only in the first year, as from the 

second year, costs even start to lower because of the increasing efficiency which is represented by the 

structured view of direct costs. The only value that decreases as well, is placement speed but this is 

good, since a lower amount of days means a faster process of doing placements. As for the payback 

period of 2.94 years (2 years and 344 days), it should be mentioned that in the next years, a license fee 

still has to be paid each year.  

 

Not all aspects of the change case has been discussed, only most important ones since the case is only 

used as an illustration for the evaluation of the VMP. It can be concluded that the data-driven 

innovation has a very strong positive impact on Studaro. All predetermined goals of Studaro are met 

in having an increase in profit, efficiency, placement volume and quality. Based on this case, it is 

definitely recommended to Studaro to choose the path of data-driven recruitment in the future.  
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6. Evaluation of the VMP 

 

Following step in this dissertation is an evaluation of the VMP. This occurs in three parts. First, a 

general evaluation is done regarding wide parameters for business change tools. This identification is 

followed by a set of recommendations for parts where the VMP didn’t score well. Next, an evaluation 

is done by comparing the VMP with parameters necessary to follow the Durf Ondernemen method. 

This comparison led to insights which are discussed as well. Third, an intersubjective evaluation is 

done by taking interviews from most prominent participants of the case.   

 

6.1. General evaluation 

 

Goal in the general evaluation is to identify whether the tool can be of use for start – ups and in what 

way. Parameters are based on their discovered importance’s while using the VMP due to a lack of 

frameworks to evaluate business change tools.  

 

Parameter Value Management Platform 

Ability to model environmental impacts Provide the possibility to impact values on each 

other by aggregations. The correct impact can be 

chosen and thereby aggregated to have its 

representative influence.  

Accessibility for business people The tool is accessible for interpretation by 

business people thanks to the Adopt Stage at the 

end  of the transformation. To actually model in 

the app themselves however, it is too analytical 

for business people.  

Agile character of the tool Agile in two ways. First, within the phases itself. 

Changing values, activities, etc. happen relatively 

fast. Secondly and most important, even after 

modelling the whole change, there is the 

possibility to add different scenarios. Thereby, 

on an even later phase it is still possible to model 

multiple assumptions. It remains important 
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though to define the plan well upfront, since 

making changes after copying to next phases will 

lead to a multiplication of the amount of work 

depending on the number of phases.   

Approachability of the tool Not very approachable. An extensive training is 

necessary to first, fully understand all concepts 

and secondly, know how to use the wide 

possibilities and functionalities of the app.  The 

learning curve can be considered as progressive. 

It is quite flat in the beginning. Although, after a 

well understanding the learning curve 

accelerates in a fast way.  

Chronological accordance The VMP scores a “yes” and a “no” here. Yes 

because there is a correct chronological flow of 

steps to fulfill the plan. No because when 

wanting to make changes in a later stadium in 

the plan, sometimes many changes in values or 

aggregations has to be made. As mentioned in 

the agile parameter, it is important to plan it 

correctly upfront.  

Extensiveness of the tool to model change  A very extensive modelling is possible. Not only 

the business model of the implementing 

organization can be drafted but of all its partners 

as well. This can be of interest when partners 

have to change their business model in order to 

cope with the implemented change. 

Fluent and smooth working of the tool The operation speed of the tool is fast. However, 

it is sensitive to bugs and data corruption. It is 

therefore important to regularly export the file. 

Bugs are fixed quickly though.    

Provision of support / manuals / help 
/reachability 

Support is very reachable and fast. Manual is 

extensive and comprehensive. Even time for  
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personal help is possible. It has to be admitted 

however that the provision of help is necessary.  

Reliability to give a relevant representation of 
the business change 

Very reliable and an extensive amount of 

possibilities is provided. All changes, when 

measurable, can be modelled. Even to intangible 

ones, a value can be added.  

Understandability of the transformation from 
use of the app 

The app gives the possibility to understand the 

change even without knowledge of the change 

itself. By comparing the Discovery Stages 

between different phases the change can be 

identified. In the Adopt Stage, the impact of the 

change can be easily and interpretable 

recognized.  

User – friendliness of the content of the tool The content is not very user – friendly. A strong 

knowledge of substantive value aspects is 

required. Even after having extensively used the 

app and thereby many value related jargon, it is 

difficult and not always clear to determine to 

which aspect a value has to be allocated. E.g. to 

put a specific value on an activity or a value 

proposition.  

User – friendliness of the interface  The interface itself is user – friendly and easy to 

use. One can speak of a certain standardization 

through the application. Useful features are 

provided as well such as recommendations for 

fields, indicating when there is a match between 

units, etc.  

Table 3: General evaluation of the Value Management Platform 

 

This general evaluation shows that the VMP performed mostly well to model business change for start 

– ups. Strongest points are its reliability to give a relevant representation of the change, its 

understandability of the output for business people and its agility. The output of the tool is obviously 

most important and allows (sometimes non-analytical) managers to fully comprehend the change. It 
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can be of great use to base decisions on despite the fact that some future changes or impacts are 

sometimes built on assumptions. Being built on assumptions does not have to be a negative point, 

because the decision maker is aware of this and knows where hypothetical values have been used due 

to the accessible nature of the app. In this way, the decision which lies closest to the most correct model 

can be made. By having these specific strong points, the VMP was able to reach its goals for which it 

has been developed. Business change can be modelled successfully for start-ups despite certain weak 

points such as the user-friendliness of the of the content, the smooth working of the tool and the 

approachability of it. Being difficult to approach can be a consequence of a not being user – friendly 

regarding the use of the content of the tool. Here there is room for the VMP to improve and this will 

result in the most important recommendation: steepening the learning curve.  

 

6.1.1. Recommendations 

 

Above findings identify some working points of the VMP. To improve these aspects, recommendations 

are given in two main parts. First, a list of best practices is drawn up in order to make the learning 

curve steeper while spending an equal amount of time on it. Another implication of the best practices 

is the avoidance of pitfalls which will contribute to a steeper learning curve as well. VDMBee itself can 

take actions too to create a steeper learning curve by providing structured trainings, yet these will not 

be further discussed since it is not an option to provide these in this Dissertation. Secondly, a short list 

of quick wins is offered to optimize and ease the general use of the tool.   

 

6.1.1.1. Best practices to steepen learning curve 

 

The best practices are given in the right chronological order of how a plan in the VMP should be 

modelled. It implicates a combination of most useful steps, tips and specifications on how to make a 

plan more suitable and faster to execute (e.g. not to forget anything when skipping (too fast) to the 

next stage).  
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6.1.1.1.1. Discovery Stage 

 

 Business Model Canvas  

 

- An interesting tip is not to start with the Business Model Canvas. The application gives this as 

a first suggestion when starting the discovery stage, however it is useful to fill in the BM Canvas 

even after the Prototyping Stage. In this way, it can be filled in by linking the Canvas to the 

business model and thereby choosing all different components of the Cube immediately 

connected to its corresponding section of the Canvas.  

- Do not overfill the Canvas. Only put relevant components in it which are relevant for either the 

core of the organization or for the transformation case.  

 

Business Ecosystem Map 

 

- Following the best practice of the Business Model Canvas, the Business Ecosystem Map is the 

logical starting point.   

- It is important to identify which partners are most relevant to your ecosystem and only map 

those specific partners.  

- Keep in mind that having multiple business models in the ecosystem often occurs or is 

necessary. Try to identify to partners where it is useful to do this. An argument to do this for 

example is when a partner has to change its own business model in order to go along with the 

change of the central organization.    

- When deciding the value propositions to define the interaction between the central 

organization and its partners, it is helpful to give these propositions an analytical character. 

Keep in mind that the value propositions have an important role in the Prototype Stage (in the 

Cube) and that they will get a numerical value.  

- A commonly used value proposition returning to the central organization, is ‘business’. This 

means a certain amount of the received value proposition is returned. E.g. when Students are 

sending value to a recruitment bureau, it is sending the proposition of ‘Student labor’. The 

recruitment bureau on her behalf, sends back ‘Student labor business’. They send back an 

amount, so in this case it would be an amount of working hours.  
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- To get all components from the Ecosystem into the Cube, it is recommended to map them from 

the Ecosystem and not manually in the Cube. The network, its participants and the exchanging 

value propositions can all be mapped.  

 

Strategy Map   

 

- Despite the fact that the flow of this map is marked with arrows going from the bottom to 

above, it is helpful to draft this map from top to bottom. In this way, you can start with the 

business values and subsequently add on a lower level what is necessary to elaborate the 

strategy and thereby obtain these business values.  

- Not all components of the Strategy Map will link with each other. Just link those who have an 

influence on each other. In the Cube, the linked arrows will prove most useful when 

prototyping certain impacts.   

- It is important to know that Plan values and My Proposition values can only be mapped from 

the Strategy Map.  

- Map all components of the Strategy Map. By doing so, you can identify the already existing 

activities and competences.  

- In a later moment, when noticing you didn’t use a mapped activity or competence during the 

Prototype Stage, it can be considered as not relevant for the Strategy Map and you can easily 

delete this.  

 

Value Stream Map 

 

- The mapped value stream lanes should always be linked with existing value propositions in de 

Cube (so coming from the Ecosystem Map). 

- Values for the value propositions can not only be mapped in the Ecosystem Map, but via the 

lanes in the Value Stream Map (only when those are mapped).  

- Values for the activities can be added via the activities in the lanes of the Value Stream Map 

(again only when those are mapped).   

- Of course those values can be added via mapping from the Strategy Map as well (in the same 

way activities can be added from there). Yet, the Value Stream Map often exposes new, 

undiscovered activities so this can be very helpful.   
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- Like in the Strategy Map, all value streams can be added to the map and when those streams 

turn out to be unused, they can be easily deleted. One can ask why not to think about this even 

before drawing up the Value Stream Map in order to avoid double work. The answer is simple: 

often it only becomes clear in the Prototype Stage whether an activity (and its corresponding 

value stream) will be necessary or not. In addition, when value streams have to be added later, 

you will have to change a lot from Prototype Stage back to Discovery Stage which is even less 

efficient.  

 

6.1.1.1.2. Prototype Stage 

 

- If all components from the Discovery Stage are mapped correctly, they are already in their right 

place in the Cube. Most important best practice is to decide in advance which values should be 

put on value propositions and which ones on activities. Values are put on value propositions 

when they are an actual part of the exchange between the participants. A useful tip is also to 

ask yourself: is this participant actually interested in this value? If the answer is yes, it can be 

put on a value proposition. To know what values should be put on activities you can ask 

yourself: is this value linked with something that has to be done internally to pursue a 

particular value proposition? If yes, the value should be put on an activity. Again, it is 

recommended to do this correctly from the beginning, otherwise it will lead into double work 

and aggregations will no longer be correct.  

- When deciding which value should be on which activity, there are two determinations to look 

at. The first and most logical one, is to simply put a value on the activity with the corresponding 

content (e.g. putting an internal marketing value on a ‘set – up marketing campaign’ activity). 

The second one is to consider the right value stream where it should be put on. To decide this, 

always keep the corresponding value proposition or my proposition in mind to which you will 

aggregate the value on the activity. Otherwise it will not be possible to aggregate this value!  

- A useful tip when a value was put wrongly on a value proposition, is to look at the aggregation 

view by clicking on the hyperlink of the value. This is an intuitive way to look at which values 

are coming in and going out (often value propositions) and which ones are in between. The 

ones in between are often indicated as an activity.  

- When prototyping and being in doubt, it is useful to use a map from the Discovery Stage as a 

stepping stone or coatrack. It gives an extra, visual representation. Just ask yourself the 

question: what am I actually talking about? For example when not knowing where a value 
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belongs, go back and look at the Business Ecosystem Map. Another example: when deciding 

which values have impacts, the Strategy Map can be very useful thanks to its visual arrows 

showing this.  

- When drafting up the actual phase (before copying it to previous or future phases) it can be 

necessary to base certain values on the values of previous phases but they do not exist yet. This 

can be solved in two ways. The first solution is by adding a start value, this value will not change 

during the whole plan. A second solution is to add a reference based on the year before and 

hence it has to be changed in each phase. This can be easily done by letting the value aggregate 

and select the box ‘aggregate from previous phase’.  

- When creating next phases it is very important to make sure everything in the actual phase is 

complete. If not, you will have to add or delete everything in each phase again. So changes have 

to be made times the number of phases. This is not a disaster when having to delete something 

but if you have to change aggregations or add values which will aggregate at their turn, it can 

be a lot unnecessary extra work.  

- When the actual phase is complete, the next or previous phases can be constructed. This 

happens easily at first by clicking on ‘create phase’ in the Plans area. Yet, in these next phases 

the Prototyping Stage will be dimmed. A simple trick to ‘activate’ them, is by adding a 

meaningless value to the Cube. For example: add the value ‘xxx’ and give this the amount of 

€100. By  doing so, an operation is done and the Cube gets activated. After the activation, delete 

this value.  

 

6.1.1.1.3. Adopt Stage 

 

- A useful functionality here is the possibility to change scenarios within the plans. In this way, 

it is not necessary to put this inside a new phase.  

- Use the Adopt Stage at the very end of the whole plan, not after a phase is ready. Then you have 

the ability to compare the different phases with each other and actually see a flow within the 

plan.  

- When the Adopt Stage is applied in one phase, it will still be dimmed in the other phases. By 

using the same trick as discussed in the Prototype Stage (use a unmeaningful value ‘xxx’) you 

will be able to activate the Adopt Stages for all the separate phases.  
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6.1.1.2. Quick wins 

 

Beneath a few quick wins are listed as a part of recommendations as well. On these provisions, VDMBee 

can anticipate on a short time notice and with relatively little effort.  

 

- The ability to copy values and not having to change them manually from one carrier to another. 

This can be useful when the VMP analyst made a mistake. For example having to switch a value 

from one value proposition to another or to an activity. Maybe the possibility of changing the 

nature of the value can be a solution. This extra feature can be put in the ‘Values’ tab in the 

Cube to easily transport the value.  

- When a value proposition or partner is mapped in the Ecosystem, it cannot be seen quickly in 

the Ecosystem itself. The symbol does disappear and thereby you know it is mapped, but you 

don’t know whether it is mapped correctly with the corresponding participants or network. 

For this, you have to go to back to the Cube. It would be handy if there is some kind of hyperlink, 

like in the Cube, in the Ecomap as well to check whether the mapping has occurred correctly. 

- When there are multiple activities pursuing the same value proposition, the activity coming 

first in alphabetic order is selected. It would be helpful if the program obligates to choose an 

activity before entering the value. By doing so, the values cannot be put on the wrong activity 

and double work, or sometimes even triple when these values are already aggregated, can be 

avoided.  

- The possibility in a discovery map to change all colors in one step. For example to give all values 

in the Strategy Map the same color at once instead of coloring them one by one.  

 

6.2. Evaluation of VMP and Durf Ondernemen method 

 

Because of its noticeable overlaps, a comparison between the VMP and the method used by Durf 

Ondernemen is made. Goal here is to establish whether the VMP is suitable for integration in the Durf 

Ondernemen context. Parameters are based on what Durf Ondernemen considers as necessary parts 

in the guidance of start – ups and which already have been discussed in the context section. Parameters 

are ordered alphabetically, not by importance.  
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Parameter  Value Management Platform 

Elaboration of the chosen direction The VMP could be of very good use here by 

applying the Discovery Stage to the chosen idea. 

In this way, the direction could be further 

elaborated and can become much clearer. Not 

only a classic overview like the Business Model 

Canvas can be made, but also an Ecosystem can 

be designed to better know all participants and 

the interactions with them. The Strategy Map can 

be of use too by identifying potential impacts and 

thereby also define the relationships within the 

business which are necessary to create value. 

Finally, the Value Stream Map can be useful to 

determine all required activities which are 

crucial to obtain all value streams.  

Expertise Something the VMP cannot offer. The student – 

entrepreneur has to interpret the output by 

himself. In this way it cannot be tested with 

someone. The VMP only gives reports, no 

expertise or advise. This is obvious, but on the 

other hand one of most important parameters as 

part of the method wielded by Durf 

Ondernemen.   

Feasibility of the project The VMP can give a good estimation on how 

achievable a project can be. It is comparable with 

a coach that gives advice about the feasibility of 

a project and he can base himself on numbers 

too. Yet, the VMP enables a much deeper and 

more realistic approximation. Thanks to impact 

calculations and aggregations, it can simulate a 

real environment and have an advantage that 

way.  
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Reducing the risk A bit in line with the previous parameter, the 

VMP can offer support to reduce the risk that 

student – entrepreneurs are taking by starting 

up a business. Coaches try to reduce the risk of 

projects by basing themselves on their 

experience and sometimes numbers. However, 

the VMP can lower the risk even more by making 

deeper calculations based on a realistic 

environment.  

Secondary support A parameter for which it is almost impossible for 

the VMP to provide. Examples of secondary 

support are accounting, marketing, investment 

advice, etc. Although its success can be measured 

sometimes within the VMP (e.g. impact and 

success of a marketing campaign), it cannot give 

the advice on how to set up the marketing 

campaign for example. This is, like the ‘expertise’ 

parameter, an obvious remark but again an 

important parameter in the supporting role of 

Durf Ondernemen.  

Supportive role in decision making Here the VMP can be of very good use. Start – ups 

often experience difficulties when deciding the 

right direction they want to take before 

implementation. In case of doubt, the VMP can 

offer the solution by modelling both directions in 

the shape of paths or scenarios. Going from 

which phase or scenario has more profit, market 

share, or even future potential etc., the student – 

entrepreneur has more evidence on what can be 

the most suitable decision to begin with the 

implementation of the start – up.  
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Supportive role in further phases  To actually model the core of the start – up (not 

to give secondary support in further phases), the 

VMP can be helpful. When start – ups are 

reaching the scale – up phase for example, new 

choices might have to be made. The VMP can 

support here by comparing these choices in the 

application, as long as they can be made 

measurable.   

Way of operating The VMP can give no assistance in defining the 

way of operating of a start – up. Experienced 

coaches can really make a difference here by 

providing  several options on how the start – up 

eventually can reach its goal. The VMP can give 

no advice in the ‘how’ part but still when there is 

doubt between multiple ways of operating, it can 

be modelled inside the application.  

Table 4: Evaluation of the Value Management Platform and the ‘Durf Ondernemen’ method 

 

The above parameters reveal where the VMP can have a supportive role for the method used by Durf 

Ondernemen in the process of guiding and mentoring start – ups or where not. With some parameters, 

a certain congruence can be discovered. The biggest match that is detected is the ability of the 

Discovery Stage in the VMP to cover all exploring aspects of the Durf Ondernemen method such as the 

decision and elaboration of the idea or direction. Durf Ondernemen uses the Business Model Canvas of 

Osterwalder and Pigneur (Business Model Generation, 2010) as their main focus point and this canvas 

itself is implemented in the VMP, even in multiple ways (Business Model Innovation Canvas, the Lean 

Change Canvas, SWOT analysis Canvas, etc.). The VMP offers even more elements where the start – up 

can discover itself: the Business Ecosystem Map, to get a visual and understandable image of all 

partners and detect which value propositions are exchanged, the Strategy Map by Kaplan and Norton 

(2004) to visually understand the internal value streams and impacts or the Value Stream Map to zoom 

in the value streams and discover what activities and competences are needed to obtain them. Those 

discovery – aspects can definitely have a beneficial impact by making the building blocks of the start – 

up clear and visual.  
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Second important detection is the possibility of the VMP to enable the not yet existing start – up to 

model different directions when being in doubt. Before implementation, starters often struggle with 

choosing the definitive idea. Insecurity is a common phenomenon for start – ups and the VMP can help 

to counter this or at least reduce it. Multiple plans can be modelled within the VMP and even within 

the plans and phases, several scenarios can be drafted. Thanks to the understandable dashboards, the 

start – up can now see with its own eyes which choice is the better one, or at least the better one based 

on measurable aspects. In addition, when the start – up is already certain and confident about its 

chosen direction, the VMP can be helpful to validate this direction by testing it in the application and 

adding multiple environmental impacts. By combining these two congruential parameters, two other 

benefits come up: being able to better estimate the feasibility of the project and thereby a reduction of 

the risky character of start – ups. By modelling as relevantly as possible, the VMP can prevent the start 

– up from problems that arise from ignorance or expose potentially unsuccessful directions.  

 

Despite these undeniable benefits, the VMP cannot support Durf Ondernemen in all its aspects. The 

VMP cannot give advice or expertise, is not able to give secondary support or determine a way of 

operating. Coaches and people with expertise will always remain necessary to give essential 

recommendations and help. Yet, the VMP and coaches could go hand in hand. The VMP would be able 

to optimize the guidance of start – ups while coaches could still give valuable advice, even about the 

reached findings by using the VMP. Start – ups can definitely benefit from this complementary 

guidance. It can be concluded that the VMP could be of use for the guidance of start – ups, even on a  

far – reaching level. However, help from coaches still remains very necessary in both giving support 

for the VMP as for the aspects where it cannot be of assistance.  

 

When implementing the VMP as part of the Durf Ondernemen procedure, the feasibility and scalability 

should be discussed. Using the VMP will require at least one but possibly more VMP specialists or 

consultants. This might put a money issue forward and will depend on Durf Ondernemen’s resources. 

Since they are a non – profit organization depending on the assets of Ghent University, they will have 

to come up with strong arguments to get extra funds. A second aspect that might cause problems, is 

the time effort that a case in the VMP costs. This cannot be done in a few days and needs a few weeks 

or even a month for each separate case. Despite the fact that this is relatively short for modelling 

business change, it might be a possibility that the start – up has to wait too long or that it is not 

manageable for Durf Ondernemen. Some potential solutions to counter these problems are found 

however. The first one is to only use the Discovery Stage of the VMP for all start – ups, since here is 
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most similarity and this costs the least time. A second one is to only apply the VMP as a whole on start 

– ups needing it the most. It will be up to the coaches to decide this. Given the many benefits the VMP 

entails, the extra effort in money and time that is put in is personally considered as worthy. However, 

only Durf Ondenemen will have the power to make this decision.   

 

6.3. Intersubjective evaluation 

 

Structured interviews were taken from most prominent participants of the case. Henk de Man (co – 

founder of VDMBee and navigator of the case), Jelle Van Impe from Studaro (start – up on which the 

case was applied) and Ruben Lovenweent (executor of the case and writer of this dissertation) 

responded to the questions. Goal here is to estimate whether the case was successful and relevant. This 

will amplify the evaluation of the VMP by letting the people in the field have a voice as well. Below the 

interviews are summarized, they can be found as a whole in appendix 7 .  

 

All three participants considered the case as being successful. The predetermined goal was reached in 

a representative way. All used numbers are observed as relevant and the impacts were chosen with 

attention for reality. It was kept in mind that the case should be intuitive, productive and 

understandable for business people. Studaro, who stood the furthest away from the VMP, thinks it is a 

success as well which is another strong confirmation of the understandability of the platform and its 

output. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that Studaro was a but suspicious regarding the chosen 

impacts. They were asking themselves on what they were based and despite these were actually 

founded on numbers in line with reality, it gave them less trust regarding the outcome.  

 

As for the effort, there is consensus that this was a fast case. There are no tools known among the 

participants that offer this type of modelling quality in this short notice. Important to mention as well 

is the fact that Studaro experienced it as ‘not putting in a lot of effort at all’. This is definitely an 

advantage for the VMP because this will stimulate client satisfaction. The VMP analyst can actually 

work a lot on his or her own when having experience. In addition, the case can be seen as a ‘living’ 

document so changes, extensions and evolutions can be added in the future. This makes the effort even 

more worthy.  

 

The VMP can definitely be of use for start–ups according to the participants. First there is the Discovery 

Stage that can be of tremendous use to help the start-up explore their organization. Often, start – ups 
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have an innovative character where new technologies are used or new markets are developed. This 

gives an uncertain dimension to it and the VMP can help to prevent this. A more feasible plan can be 

made within achievable time. This is even more important for start-ups dan regular companies, since 

they often have very limited (student) resources.  

 

The above findings amplify the discoveries from the two previous evaluations. Since the case was 

successful, it is another confirmation that the VMP is an adequate business tool for start – ups. 

Furthermore, the implication that the VMP can be of use for start-ups has been intensified.   
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7. Discussion 

 

7.1. Limitations 

 

The general evaluation of the Value Management Platform (VMP) has been executed by the usage of 

own defined parameters. Since there is no existence of a framework to evaluate business change tools, 

there was no other way. Parameters were based on own findings that emerged from using a business 

change tool and are thereby substantiated that way.  

 

7.2. Results 

 

Research question 1: Can the Value Management Platform be a business change tool for start-ups? 

 

General parameters were used to evaluate whether the VMP can be a business change tool for start-

ups. By using general parameters, meeting them means the start-up case meets them. Hence, the VMP 

can be a business change tool for start-ups. Based on the single case, three out of twelve parameters 

were not met. Approachability, user-friendliness of the content and the smooth working of the tool 

were not considered as satisfied. Meaning that nine out of twelve parameters were answered 

positively. The agile character of the tool, reliability of the relevance and understandability for 

business people were the best met parameters in this case.  

 

Research question 2: Can the Value Management Platform support the procedure of ‘Durf 

Ondernemen’?  

 

An evaluation was made by detecting which parameters of the ‘Durf Ondernemen’ procedure matched 

with the capabilities of the VMP. Several overlaps were detected. First, it can be of use in the Discovery 

Stage of the VMP to help the start-up explore its chosen direction. Secondly, different directions could 

be seen next to each other when the start-up is in doubt and thereby support decision making. Thirdly, 

the VMP can help to estimate the feasibility of the project and thereby has the consequence of risk 

reduction. Despite all these matches, the help of people with expertise will always remain necessary. 

If coaches and the VMP could work together, many future start-ups would benefit from it.    
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8. Conclusion  

 

This Master’s Dissertation contributes to the academic knowledge of enterprise modelling, business 

change and its tools. The Value Management Platform (VMP) has been the medium for a single case-

study research. In this way, an evaluation of the tool was made and thereby an answer to the research 

questions formed.  

 

The case-study was made in collaboration with Studaro, a start-up focusing on student recruitment. 

The impact of data-driven recruitment has successfully been modelled into the program. The case 

enabled the possibility of making an evaluation of the VMP. It has been observed that the VMP can be 

considered as a business change tool for start-ups. This was amplified by an intersubjective interview 

among most prominent participants of the case, who all confirmed this statement. As a byproduct of 

this general evaluation, recommendations were given for improvement and extension of the platform. 

 

The start-up case-study led to an extra perspective of this Dissertation: the comparison between the 

VMP and the method wielded by ‘Durf Ondernemen’ to guide start-ups. An evaluation was made where 

all parameters of the procedure used by ‘Durf Ondernemen’ were matched with the capabilities of the 

VMP. Several overlaps were detected. The VMP can be of use in the guiding and mentoring process of 

start-ups by helping them to discover, implement and adopt their business models.  

 

As for future research, multiple areas can still be explored. First, the case illustrated in this Dissertation 

could be applied to a new, yet similar case in order to determine whether the above provisions are 

correct. Secondly, a framework to evaluate business change tools can be developed to standardize the 

comparison of platforms or even cases. Finally, it can be researched whether a collaboration between 

the VMP and ‘Durf Ondernemen’ could be feasible in reality by making a case-study as well.  
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Appendixes 

 

Appendix 1: Cube components in the AS – IS situation  

 

 

Table 5: Participant networks in the AS – IS situation 
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Table 6: Value propositions of the AS – IS situation 
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Table 7: My propositions in the AS – IS situation 

 

 

 

Table 8: Activities in the AS – IS situation 
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Table 9: Competencies in the AS – IS situation 

 

Appendix 2: Discovery Stage components of TO – BE year 1 and 2 

 

 

Figure 17: Business Model Canvas in the TO - BE  situation 
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Figure 18: Business Ecosystem Map in the TO - BE situation  
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Figure 19: Strategy Map in the TO – BE situation 
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Figure 20: Value Stream Map in the TO – BE situation 
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Appendix 3: Cube components of TO – BE year 1 

 

 

Table 10: Participant networks in TO – BE year 1 
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Table 11: Value propositions TO BE year 1  
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Table 12: My propositions TO BE year 1  
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Table 13: Activities TO BE year 1 

 

 

Table 14: Competencies TO BE year 1  
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Appendix 4: Plan values TO BE year 2  

 

 

Table 15: Plan values TO BE year 2  

 

Appendix 5: Cube components of TO BE year 2 

 

 

Table 16: Participant networks TO BE year 2  
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Table 17: Value propositions TO BE year 2 
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Table 18: My propositions TO BE year 2 
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Table 19: Activities TO BE year 2  

 

 

Table 20: Competencies TO BE year 2  
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Appendix 6: Adopt Stage presentations 

 

 

Figure 21: Profit and profit margin curve  
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Figure 22: Revenue and cost curve  

 

 

Figure 23: Revenue accumulation 
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Figure 24: Cost structure in each phase 
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Figure 25: Direct cost structure in each phase 

 

 

Figure 26: Payback period 
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Figure 27: Total placement volume  

 

 

Figure 28: Real applications and registrations volume curves 
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Figure 29: Employers’ satisfaction curve 

 

 

Figure 30: Placement speed curve 
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Figure 31: Placement quality curve 

 

Appendix 7: Interviews for intersubjective evaluation 

 

Interview questions for intersubjective evaluation  

Participant: Jelle Van Impe, CEO and co-founder of Studaro 

 

1) Did the case reach its predetermined goal? Please motivate. 

 

Considering the predetermined goal as letting our organization change from a classic recruitment 

method to data-driven recruitment, this succeeded. Even more, I always hoped that there was a 

optimization part recognizable and this was the case too. We dont know yet if we will actually change to 

data-driven recruitment (main reason are our limited resources) but it definitely gave us very enriching 

insights!  
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2) Do you consider the proposed business change case as being representative? Please motivate. 

 

This is for us a bit difficult to answer. We can see many real numbers coming back in the plan and the 

outcome looks representative but it remains difficult for us to understand the impacts and what was 

chosen there. In a way we think this is not very transparent but of course we dont completely understand 

the program too.  

 

3) How do you compare the effort (e.g. time, resources, …) with the reached result? Both on a personal view 

(your effort) in this case as well as the general effort? Do you consider the general effort as worthy and 

achievable? 

 

It was actually very surprising how little effort it took for us. Of course almost all of the work was done 

by Ruben and the people who developed the program but still we thought it was going to be much more. 

In the beginning we had to sit together a few times and after that we had a few phone calls but that was 

definitely okay. Further, we had to look up some numbers but nothing that was asked too much. The 

time went fast too, I believe everything was done in less than two months.  

 

4) Do you think the Value Management Platform can be of use in the guidance of start -ups?  Please 

motivate. 

 

We don’t know the tool very well so this is difficult. But we see that it definitely helped us to get insights 

in our working methods and I believe that it gave a very good representation of our cost structure. So 

we are sure that it can be helpful for many start-ups. It will give them insight in how their organization 

is built (what was a problem for us too), understand their method of operation better, … I don’t see any 

disadvantages for it!  

 

Interview questions for intersubjective evaluation  

Participant: Henk de Man 

 

1) Did the case reach its predetermined goal? Please motivate. 

If I remember well, the goal was determined as: Is it possible to demonstrate the impact of the essences 

of “data-driven approach” on recruitment business, in an intuitive way, and productively, and is it 

possible to make the prototyped implementation and its impact transparent for managerial decision 

making. Though the case work has not been completed yet, I think that we are heading fast towards a 

very positive result. So, we expect that the case will indeed reach its predetermined goal.   
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2) Do you consider the proposed business change case as being representative? Please motivate. 

It is a very speaking example of a nowadays very important class of cases, namely: data-driven 

innovations.  

 

3) How do you compare the effort (e.g. time, resources, …) with the reached result? Both on a personal view 

(your effort) in this case as well as the general effort? Do you consider the general effort as worthy and 

achievable? 

I think that the effort was even less than I expected it to be. It was amazing to me how speedily the case 

work was progressing. As far as I know there is no other method available, that delivers the same 

insights and results in such a short time frame. And the effort is even more worth it, as it is not an 

investment for one-time use, but this case can be further evolved and extended, also over the time 

horizon, when next needs or challenges emerge. It is a “living” document. Note also that, in “real world” 

the case would even proceed faster, as this time there was also the initial learning curve effect. But that 

curve was very steep !  

 

4) Do you think the Value Management Platform can be of use in the guidance of start -ups?  Please 

motivate.  

 

Yes. For many reasons. At the start of a start-up there is always a business plan required. A start-up often 

focuses on something innovative, using new technologies, acting in new ecosystems, and trying out 

things that are not yet commonly known, making it not only needed but also a nice and thrilling 

experience to prototype towards a feasible plan. A start-up needs mentoring, during its initiation as well 

as succeeding phases (scale-up). Start-ups often run with investment money, and RoI has to be 

transparent on ongoing basis. Start-ups cannot afford expensive and time-consuming consultancy 

services, and hence they must use something that is easy to understand, and that can be done relatively 

fast and cheap. All these conditions form the context that is ideal for application of the Value 

Management Platform and the method that it supports. It can be used by the start-up itself, or by the 

mentoring organization, or by others on either one’s behalf.  

 

Interview questions for intersubjective evaluation  

Participant: Ruben Lovenweent 

 

1) Did the case reach its predetermined goal? Please motivate. 

 

Yes. The goal was to model what the impact is of data-driven recruitment for Studaro, who currently 

wields the classical recruitment way. I think we succeeded here. All required values and impacts were 
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put in the plan. On top we tried to report this by understandable dashboards. I am satisfied with the 

reached result and consider it as trustworthy.  

 

2) Do you consider the proposed business change case as being representative? Please motivate. 

 

Yes, I believe we made a plan which is close to reality. The possibility of modelling impacts and 

aggregations even amplifies this, because this is how it works in a real environment as well. Regarding 

the numbers, I think it is a representative case for Studaro as well since only real numbers coming from 

them were used. Of course, it always remains difficult to estimate the chosen impacts but those are still 

selected in a substantiated and logical way.   

 

3) How do you compare the effort (e.g. time, resources, …) with the reached result? Both on a personal view 

(your effort) in this case as well as the general effort? Do you consider the general effort as worthy and 

achievable? 

 

Personally I have put a lot of effort and time in it. But given that this was actually to entirely model a 

business innovation, I consider it as fast. Of course it remains a whole month, which is long (despite the 

fact that it is fast to model business change) for someone to model it. With someone who is already 

experienced with the VMP this could go faster but still it requires a lot of time. This is definitely 

something to consider since it is possible to have cases bigger than this one.  

 

4) Do you think the Value Management Platform can be of use in the guidance of start -ups?  Please 

motivate. 

 

Yes, definitely. I believe the Discovery Stage can help many start – ups to explore themselves. The 

Prototype Stage can help start – ups who are doubting about heading in a specific direction or doubt 

about the implementation of an idea. This way, many projects who’d fail now could be prevented or 

adjusted. Also the feasibility can be determined much better. The Adopt Stage at last can help them to 

understand everything in the end.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


